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We're full steam ahead on the move of our fabric distribution center from Newark, NJ to our new, 
technology-enabled facility Charlotte, NC. We're happy to report great success of the transit and receiving 
process of some of the older collections we've moved so far and feel confident in our inventory accuracy.

Please click here to download a truck-by-truck timeline that outlines the collections being moved in the 
next two weeks. After these collections are received in our new warehouse, we will distribute a schedule 
for the remainder of our fabric collection moves.

Any pattern being moved can still be ordered, it will just have a slight delay in shipping. CFAs will have the 
same transit period as regular orders when those bolts are in transit. Stock availabilities on the website 
are still accurate even while items are in transit. The receiving team in Charlotte has the ability to prioritize 
putaway of product based on which palettes contain bolts with reservations. All inventory is expected to be 
in Charlotte by August 5th, 2020.

It is important to note that wallpaper orders and all memo sample orders are not affected by this move.

As always, thank you for your support throughout our growth and please reach out to customer service or 
your local Thibaut sales rep for any questions along the way. We are very excited for this next chapter in 
Thibaut’s evolution and expansion.
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